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In World War Two it was not just the people and soldiers in the UK that were affected, but also our landscape. This project seeks to examined
the way in which the landscape effected by that war has changed since. And in doing so, whether we can perceive the echo's into its past
without disturbing that landscape.

Because of the war land along with buildings were forcibly taken from the owners and made into a series of standardised military camps; all to
the same basic design, using simple standardized buildings along with extensive use of Wooden, Metal and Concrete Prefabricated Huts.

As the war progressed a need arose for Prisoner of War (PoW) Camps. Many of the new military camps were repurposed by the simple
expedient of adding more wire and dividing the site between Guards and Prisoners. Following the end of the war the Prisoners were
repatriated to their home countries and many of the sites used were repatriated to the owners.

It was only on being repatriated to the owners that these sites started to differ from the formal military standardised form, layout and
construction. Having hundreds of near identical sites around the country all created at the same point in time, creates a unique Checkpoint
within the British Landscape.

As Documentary Photography we can examine the various sites captured during this project and search for clues into the past as well as record these sites for
future scholars.

As Landscape and Nature Photography, we can see in various locations where sites have been abandoned in whole or part the effects of entropy as nature seeks
to reclaim the works of man.

As Economics we can see the way that money has changed the landscape by sites being completely removed and returned to profitable farming. Likewise, we can
also see where some buildings have been retained and used for housing and light industry. And finally, where there was the economic and demographic demand
the sites were cleared making way for new housing, industry, and schools.

As Leisure we can discover sites such as football stadiums, racecourses and golf clubs that were taken over and used as camps the war taking priority over leisure.
Here we see the importance of the urge to return to normal following the end of the war with these sites returned back to sporting use with no traces of their
war time past.

As History, during this project we can reach back in the landscape from various remaining clues to the past where they exist and try and contemplate years of
forced imprisonment.

Each image in this portfolio shares the same context of past suffering the site and evidence having been erased by, man, nature or both. 
The purpose of this project is to educate and remember so as to ensure such camps are no longer needed in the future.
A planned future project is to take the images generated by Repatriated Landscape to examine the often quoted but never referenced concept 
that our landscape is man made.



Drone Shots
These images have been shot with a drone flying at 400ft, and each is made up of multiple overlapping frames. This
is the same technique used in WWI to create maps of the trenches and in modern times used by both the Ordnance
Survey and Google in creating and maintaining modern maps.

Using a drone, we can see cleared sites, those with just traces and others with surviving buildings in way’s not
possible from the ground.

In using aerial photography a camera may be pointed at an angle to show you what things are; or in this case
straight down to show you where things are

PoW Camp 4 Scraptoft

PoW Camp 45 Trumpington

This site in Leicestershire is where this project started. I am exForces and have an interest in the way the military has impacted
the landscape as well as the way the landscape evolves. Despite this site being 3 miles from where I live, I had not known of its
existence until a local newspaper published an article saying that the site of a former PoW Camp was going to be redeveloped.

On visiting this site, I became fascinated in that although the buildings had been removed that the traces, outlines and in some
cases foundations and pathways had remained. Whilst these items could be seen during a site walk, they were difficult to shoot
as conventional photographs. As a result, I purchased a Drone and this entire project started….

PoW Camp 65 Setley Plain
This site is a classic plain and consists of heath, gorse, trees and scrubland. Initially nothing was seen to indicate that there had
any military presence in this area or any building. The remains of a concrete pathway along with a small brick lined hole.

This site is very much like that of Camp 4 Scraptoft in Leicestershire; you can see some odd features and marks on the ground.
You can photograph these marks but the images show little. However, once you put a drone up the site begins to unfold.
Outlines of buildings, paths, roads and the camps parameter can all be made out from the air.

This former PoW Site lies to the south of the Trumpington area of Cambridge and is close on Junction 11 of the M11 with the
A10 Cambridge road. Except for a concrete roadway it appears that nothing has survived of this site that once contained two
camps very large camps;- Camp 45 an Adult camp with younger PoWs being housed in Camp 180 on the same site.

Although this site has been cleared and the land returned to agriculture the drone image of the site has merits in its self

https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=1Rg5sux3rnuuj6ttgQ5Y6elWzEPm_ljbc&usp=sharing








Ruin
The PoW Camps were built with the use of PreFab Buildings designed to last just a few years.

Without maintenance and care these buildings deteriorate with some eventually being abandoned and demolished.
With help many can be repaired and reused.

The images shown here are from two sites which have truly been abandoned with a site in Wales where the owners
are slowly trying to restore and re-use the various buildings

PoW Camp 156 Heath Camp

PoW Camp 70 Henllan Bridge

PoW Camp 273 Flixton Airfield

This is the most intact former PoW Camp Sites within Wales and consists of multiple Maycrete Huts and other Standardised
Buildings. Following the end of the war the camp was used as a school and then as a holiday park. Over the years a number of
buildings have been demolished leaving behind the foundations.

Today the site is mixed usage including that of a family home. The current owners are attempting to preserve one of the unique
features common to many camp but for which only a few have survived – an Italian PoW Church. This church is to be found
within one of the Huts to which an outer shelter or has been to preserve the hut and art work and prevent future deterioration.

During the late 1930s as the run up to WWII their was a rapid expansion of military sites. Lots of airfields were built across
Lincolnshire and East Anglia using a mixture of PreFab buildings and the forced requisition of large nearby buildings .

RAF Wellingore was one such camp using as it did Wellingore Hall as the Officers mess. One of RAF Wellingore’s dispersed
sites went on to became PoW Camp 156 Heath Camp.

The remaining buildings lay abandoned within a local wood and are slowly being reclaimed by nature.

This site like many others is a former dispersed accommodation sites from an airfield;- Station 125 Bungay / Flixton Airfield, and
is located next door to a food processing factory. This site essentially consists of a multiple prefab, brick and Nissen huts that
appear to have been used by a farmer as storage but have since been abandoned.

In terms of photography it is an ideal site for documenting what these buildings looked like as well as showing the effects of time
and abandonment.

https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=1Rg5sux3rnuuj6ttgQ5Y6elWzEPm_ljbc&usp=sharing








Remnants and Reminders
Many Italian camps had ornamental fountains and gardens.

The remnants of these gardens along with formal memorials plus the remains of larger structures such as water
towers that were too big to demolish, all serve as reminders within the landscape of the camps and the war.

PoW Camp 60 Lamb Holm

PoW Camp 632 Old Windmills

PoW Camp 56 Botesdale

This site is split between a scape yard, Caravan sales and a Cafe. This place is amazing as it contains several Nissen huts that
may be original to the site but also may have been moved around the site. During my site inspection I came across an original
WWII gateway through which two prefab huts can be seen in the field next to this site.

In amongst the cars and scrap there is a large fountain and statue that the site owners said is an original from the PoW Camp
and serves as an informal reminder to the past.

Italian PoWs were known as very religious as well as avid lovers of beauty. At most camps the PoW would typically create a
garden complete with statues and convert a basic hut set aside for religious worship into an elaborate church. The Chapel, a this
memorial are major tourist attractions in Orkney.

Bottesford is opposite the former PoW Camp Hospital 261 / USAAF General Hospital 65 with each visible from the other.

Now in a dangerous condition a single large water tower marks the site and acts as a reminder to what was once there.

https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=1Rg5sux3rnuuj6ttgQ5Y6elWzEPm_ljbc&usp=sharing








Restored
The camps were constructed using PreFab buildings designed to last but for a short time.

Now three-quarters of a century later we can find many restored and in use as exemplified by the images of these
sites as a Places of Worship, Museums, Bed and Breakfast Hotel, Hosing and used to support Light Industry

PoW Camp 60 Lamb Holm

PoW Camp 21 Cultybraggan

PoW Hostel 70 Eglwyswrw

Following the end of the WWII and the release for the final PoWs the camp was retained by the military and saw active usage
during the Cold War becoming the site of a Nuclear Bunker. The military retained control of the camp into the 1990s the result of
which may of the buildings survived.

The site closed in the 1990s as a military site and with the help of a former PoW was bought by the local community. This site
contains several small businesses run through and with the help of Cultybraggan Camp Development Trust who also run the site
as Museum.

Italian PoWs were known as very religious as well as avid lovers of beauty. At most camps with a long term presence the PoW
would typically create a garden complete with statues and convert a basic hut set aside for religious worship into an elaborate
church. Here “The Italian Chapel” has been restored and is the single surviving building from the Camp. The Chapel and a
formal memorial are major tourist attractions in Orkney.

Some of the sites are interesting in the way that they have decayed. However, this site is the best example of renovation and
reuse I have come across. The site has a history similar to Greens Norton; built to accommodate Women’s Land Army, then
used as a PoW Camp. In recent times this site been extensively restored and today it is a B&B Hotel.

The sculpture gardens and pool combine to show the versatility of both the original buildings, modern design and a lot of hard
work to achieve the best restored site I have seen.

https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=1Rg5sux3rnuuj6ttgQ5Y6elWzEPm_ljbc&usp=sharing








Replaced
On the closure of the PoW Camps many were cleared some completely and some in part.

The camps were replaced by housing in differing forms. In the examples here a single family house has replaced an
entire PoW Hostel site. Modern PreFab have in places replaced the PoW Prefabs' some times on a one for one
bases. Within these two examples the site boundaries of the old PoW camps have been preserved.

But the more common occurrence is within the last example where a few housing estate has subsumed the former
camp in addition to the site of a local factory. Here the boundaries of the former site have been lost.

PoW Hostel 70 Letterston

PoW Camp 107 Penleigh

PoW Camp 49 Farringdon 

This former PoW has been lost to modern housing. At the time of my visit the David Wilson Homes were in the process of
completing their Bishops Green Housing Development on the site of the PoW Camp.

The Original 2003 English Heritage PoW Report and Archaeology Data Service place the came in and around the bungalows on
St Cuthbert Avenue. This is incorrect as born out by the investigation of others with the new housing estate on the site of the
former camp and a local factory.

However, my memory of this site was not the new buildings but the background noise / music from the Glastonbury Festival !

As built, this site was made up of five Nissen Huts that were used to house Italian PoWs employed on local farms. Post war the
site became a car repair garage. Some years ago, the single house and garage was built over the base of three Nissen Huts,
with the bases of the other two huts being used as play areas.

The house sits on a hillside with clear wide views over the Pembrokeshire Countryside.

The PoW Camp closed after the war and on returning the land to the owners the Nissen Huts had been removed leaving behind
concrete bases and roads.

Caravans, were originally placed on the old hut bases. These were latter replaced by modern PreFabs. This pattern has been
repeated at a number of sites that vary between Parament and Holiday Accommodation.

https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=1Rg5sux3rnuuj6ttgQ5Y6elWzEPm_ljbc&usp=sharing








Drone Shots
The advent of drone photography brings aerial photography in reach for the public and provides for unique
perspectives on photographing items without the landscape.

Here using a drone, we can step back as well as up to showcase the former PoW sites in a way that is not possible
using a conventional camera.

In using aerial photography a camera may be pointed straight down to show you where things are; or in this case at
an angle to show what things are.

PoW Camp 585 Search Light

PoW Camp 79 Moorby

PoW Camp 53 Sandbeds

Moorby in Lincolnshire housed over the years many different nationalities from Italian to Ukrainian SS and was used as Hostel
for Lincolnshire Agriculture College.

The buildings have now been demolished leaving behind a spoil heap of demolition rubble close to the field entrance. However,
the basic shape and boundaries have been preserved. The image like a number of similar drone images manages to capture the
landscape on a day with overcast but bright light at times giving unique areas of light and dark in the fields.

The Search Light Camp like the majority has gone. However, this site is odd in that whilst the site has been replaced by housing
and a playing field, parts of the camp remain. The most obvious feature is that two huts have survived plus parts of the boundary
fence and bases. The “Oddest” feature is the lack of money spent on the playing field in that the grass is only inches thick with
the old camp surface showing through in several places.

With regards to using the drone and the image; the huts are on the left side of the playing field. But it is the backdrop of this site –
Drax Power Station that add to this image.

Sandbeds is best described as a large concrete slab sitting next to Selby Golf Club. This site post war became a Mushroom
Farm that was subsequently destroyed by fire.

The site as we see it today contains the burnt, twisted and vandalised remains of the farm.

This image demonstrates the use of the drone for the purposing of accessing a location that is too far to walk to with images
being shot at heights below 25m.

https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=1Rg5sux3rnuuj6ttgQ5Y6elWzEPm_ljbc&usp=sharing








This portfolio is just the beginning of a larger
project.

WWII had a profound impact on the British
Landscape, the same object in this case PreFab
PoW Camps were built over and over again;
same site – different location.

This creates a unique sampling point from
which we can chart the way our landscape has
evolved through man, machine, nature, and
entropy; not just in one location, but many.

These sites show economics in its rawest form
and how money and power change the
landscape and our lives. This land was ceased
by the government overriding individual rights.
On being handed back many sites had been
stripped of all removal items, equipment and
building leaving behind a shell of more
substantial Prefabs and System Builds.

It is expected that the task of accurately
locating and photographing these sites will
continue for many years.

See Website for up-dates:

https://repatriatedlandscape.org/

Blue = Yet to visit
Confident of
Location

Black = Remains a
Military Site

Green = Site Visited
Location
Confirmed

Amber = Site Visited
Location
Uncertain

Red = Site Visited
Could Not
Locate

Grey = Hostel not
yet visited
AND Location
NOT KNOWN

Purple = Yet to visit and
of significate
interest

Symbols taken from Google Map best fit

Former PoW Sites Identified as of August 2020

https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=17IZRxuX4uc78_KP5EBdWCD44x0pXaSsc&usp=sharing
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